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Abstract
Rectilinear k-centers of a finite point set P ⊂ R2 are the centers of at most k congruent axis-parallel squares of
minimal size whose union covers P . This paper describes a linear time algorithm based on the prune-and-search
paradigm to compute rectilinear 3-centers. The algorithm is elementary in the sense that it does not build on any
sophisticated data structures or other algorithms, except for linear time median finding. An implementation is
publically available as part of the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL).
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Problem statement
The k-center problem is one of the basic problems in facility location. The aim is to locate a set of k
facilities for a given set of demand points, such that for any demand point the nearest facility is as close
as possible. In a geometric setting, demand points and facilities are interpreted as points in Rd .
This paper is concerned with the rectilinear k-center problem, where the distance between points is
measured according to the rectilinear (l1 or l∞) metric. Formally, this problem is defined as follows.
Consider a finite set P of points in the plane. For a positive integer k the k-radius k(P) is the minimal
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 ∈ R such that P can be covered by the union of k congruent closed axis-parallel squares of side
length 2. The rectilinear k-center problem is to compute k(P) and a corresponding covering for P
(Fig. 1). Note that the centers of the covering squares correspond to the facility placements mentioned
above. If there exists a k-covering with radius , then k facilities can be placed such that for each demand
point there is at least one facility in (rectilinear) distance at most .
If k is part of the input, the corresponding decision problem, that is to decide whether a k-covering
with some fixed radius  exists, is known to be NP-complete [25]. Moreover, the k-radius cannot be
approximated within a factor of less than two, unless P = NP [21]. In contrast to these intractability
results, one can solve the problem efficiently for small k.
For k  3, the problem can be solved in linear time [30]. More precisely, for k = 2 Drezner [8] was the
first who gave a linear time algorithm. Rectilinear 4- and 5-centers can be computed in O(n logn) time
[27,28] which is optimal in the algebraic computation tree model [30]. These results lead toO(nk−4 logn)
solutions for the general problem. For k < 90, this is better than the asymptotically best algorithm known
so far [1] which has complexity O(n8
√
k+10 logn). Already in three dimensions, rectilinear 3-centers
cannot be computed in linear time: there is a lower bound of (n logn) in the algebraic computation tree
model [15]. Conversely, there exists an algorithm of matching complexity that works up to dimension
five [3].
1.1. Related results
Many variants of the k-center problem have been studied. In the discrete k-center problem [2,4,17],
facilities can be placed at input points only (or at some other finite set of candidate positions). If one
wants to point out that there is no such restriction, one speaks about unrestricted or continuous k-centers.
Several papers consider a weighted version [19,20,23,26], where each demand point carries a real weight
and the distances to the facilities are weighted accordingly. Further variations include the capacitated
k-center problem [18], where each facility can serve a certain number of demand points only, and an
obstacle scenario [14], where the centers must not lie inside certain polygonal regions.
Finally, the Euclidean k-center problem should be mentioned. The setting is the same as in the rec-
tilinear case, except that distances are measured according to the Euclidean or l2-metric. That is, in the
covering notion used above, axis-parallel squares are replaced by circles. The complexity results for
the general case are very similar. If k is part of the input, the Euclidean k-center decision problem is
NP-complete [25]. Moreover, the Euclidean k-radius cannot be approximated within a factor of less than
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But already the case k = 2, that is the complexity of computing Euclidean 2-centers, is not fully resolved
yet. A series of papers [7,10,16,29] established the current deterministic bound of O(n log2 n log2 logn)
and a randomized algorithm that runs in O(n log2 n) expected time.
1.2. Outline
For the remainder of this paper, the focus will be on the case k = 3, that is on computing rectilinear
3-centers. As noted above, there already exists a linear time algorithm [30] for this case that uses LP-
type machinery [22]. But the 3-center problem as an LP-type problem has a rather high combinatorial
dimension (roughly 40). Apart from the fact that implementing this algorithm is a non-trivial task, it is
unlikely to perform well in practice: there is no algorithm known which solves LP-type problems in time
polynomial in their combinatorial dimension.
In this paper, geometric arguments are used to devise an algorithm based on the prune-and-search (or
decimation) paradigm. This technique has been introduced by Megiddo [24] to show that the solution to
a linear program with n constraints in d variables can be computed in O(n) time for any fixed d . At each
step, a constant fraction of the input is discarded and not considered anymore in the following. If any
single step can be done in linear time, the runtime T (n) in terms of the input size n can be recursively
bounded by T (n) cn + T (αn) =O(n), for constants c ∈R and α ∈ (0,1).
The technique is first applied to compute one-dimensional 3-centers in Section 2. Then, Section 3
explains how the ideas can be generalized to solve the planar rectilinear 3-center problem. This leads
to a linear time algorithm with good performance in practice, as the experimental results presented in
Section 4 confirm.
Throughout the paper some terminology is used that is common to many general optimization prob-
lems. For example, any set of three (congruent axis-parallel) squares whose union covers the input set P
is considered to be a solution to the problem. In our context, a solution is also referred to as a covering
for P . In an optimal solution, the size of the squares is minimal among all solutions. Often, the term
optimal solution is also used to denote a solution that is optimal among a certain type of solutions, that is
for a subset of the solution space. To distinguish this partial optimum from the global optimum, the latter
is called overall optimum.
2. One-dimensional 3-centers
To illustrate the main ideas, let us first look at the one-dimensional 3-center problem. We are given a
set P of n real numbers and have to find three closed congruent intervals of minimal size whose union
covers P (Fig. 2). Observe that Euclidean and rectilinear metric are the same in one dimension. Hence,
the term 3-center is used without further qualification. The result developed below is not too interesting
Fig. 2. The one-dimensional 3-center problem.
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is discussed in Section 3.
In any arbitrary covering, the intervals can be ordered from left to right. Denote by I the leftmost
interval, by Ir the rightmost interval, and by Im the interval in between. (If some intervals happen to
be identical, distribute the corresponding labels among them arbitrarily.) Consider an optimal solution
(I, Im, Ir) for a specific instance.
Proposition 1. We can assume that the left endpoint of I is the smallest value p of P .
Proof. Obviously, p cannot lie to the left of I, since then it would not be covered by any of the intervals.
On the other hand, there is no value from P to the left of p. Hence, we can replace any interval among
I, Im and Ir which contains p by the interval of the same size whose left endpoint is p. The obtained
solution is at least as good as the original solution (I, Im, Ir). 
Proposition 2. We can assume that the right endpoint of Ir is the largest value pr of P .
Proof. Argue in the same way as in Proposition 1. Both arguments do not conflict with each other: If any
of the intervals contains both p and pr , it can be replaced by the interval [p,pr ] to obtain a solution
which is at least as good as the original solution (I, Im, Ir). 
Since the positions of I and Ir are determined by p and pr only, it is straightforward to solve the so
called 3-center decision problem. In this problem one is given a certain radius  and has to tell, whether
or not a 3-covering of radius  exists. If such a covering exists, call the corresponding radius feasible,
otherwise the radius is said to be infeasible.
For a value p ∈ P , define γ (p) := min{p − p,pr − p}. Note that p is covered by I or by Ir in
any optimal covering with radius , if and only if γ (p) 2. Hence, the set of numbers that have to be
covered by Im in such a covering is Γ () := {p ∈ P | γ (p) > 2}.
Lemma 3. The one-dimensional 3-center decision problem can be solved in linear time.
Proof. For any value p ∈ P , computing γ (p) takes constant time. Thus, for a given radius , the set
Γ () as well as its minimum and maximum element can be computed in linear time. A 3-covering with
radius  exists, if and only if Γ () = ∅ or maxΓ () − minΓ () 2. 
The algorithm from Lemma 3 can be used to perform a binary search on the multiset C := { 12γ (p) |
p ∈ P} of candidate radii. As such, this binary search takes O(n logn) time. But by pruning away a
constant fraction of the input values at any step, the runtime can be improved to linear.
Proposition 4. If the current test-radius  is infeasible, all but two values fromP \Γ () can be discarded.
Proof. The main step of the algorithm consists of computing the set Γ (). Since  is infeasible, the
binary search will henceforth test radii greater than  only. For any σ > , it is Γ (σ) ⊆ Γ (). Thus,
elements from P \ Γ () need not be considered anymore when computing Γ (σ). Only the at most two
extreme values p and pr have to be kept, since they determine the position of I and Ir . 
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Proof. Similar to Proposition 4, it is Γ (σ) ⊇ Γ () for any future test-radius σ  . The main step of the
algorithm described in Lemma 3 consists of computing the two extreme values of Γ (σ). Observe that the
two extreme values of Γ () are the only values from Γ () that can possibly pop up as extreme values of
Γ (σ) as well. Thus, one can discard the numbers from the set Γ (), except for its at most two extreme
values. 
Before describing the algorithm, let us argue why the above mentioned multiset C of candidate radii
is sufficient. Consider an optimal covering (I, Im, Ir) for some input set P . Obviously, at least one of
the three intervals is of the form [p,q] with p,q ∈ P . Otherwise, one could simultaneously shrink all
intervals by some small but positive  without changing the set of values from P that are covered. But
then the original intervals would not form an optimal solution. If one of I or Ir is bounded by two values
from P , the optimal radius is in C. But what if only Im has this property (as in Fig. 2)? Indeed, in this
case the optimal radius is not in the candidate set, and the radius computed by binary search on C might
be too large. But a simple post-processing step provides the correct answer for this case as well.
Proposition 6. Knowing the smallest feasible radius from C, the optimal radius can be computed in linear
time.
Proof. Let σ be the smallest feasible radius from C and let τ be the predecessor of σ (largest element
smaller than σ ) in C. Obviously, τ can be computed in linear time. Since τ is infeasible, the two extreme
values q and qr of Γ (τ) are more than 2τ apart from each other. Again, q and qr can be computed
in linear time. The interval Im = [q, qr] defines a 3-covering for P which is optimal, if qr − q < 2σ .
The set of values from P covered by I ∪ Ir is identical for all radii in the open interval (τ, σ ). Hence,
Im = [q, qr ], that is radius 12(qr − q), is the only other radius that has to be taken into account. 
Algorithm 1.
Input: A set P ⊂R of n real numbers.
Output: A 3-covering for P .
(1) While |P| > 5, do
(2) Compute the lower median µ of the multiset C := { 12γ (p) | p ∈P}.
Let π be a value from P for which γ (π) = 2µ.
(3) Test feasibility of µ.
Let Λ be the set of extreme values of Γ (µ). (0 |Λ| 2)
(4) If µ is feasible, let P ← {p ∈ P | γ (p) < 2µ} ∪ {π} ∪ Λ.
(5) If µ is infeasible, let P ← Γ (µ) ∪ {p,pr}.
(6) Solve the problem brute-force.
The rank-k element of a multiset M , for 1 k  |M|, is an element µk ∈ M for which |{m ∈ M | m <
µk}| < k and |{m ∈ M | m > µk}| |M| − k. Observe that µk is unique for every k ∈ {1, . . . , |M|}, but
M might contain several copies of µk . The lower median of M is its rank-
 12 |M| element.
Theorem 7. The one-dimensional 3-center problem can be solved in linear time.
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n/2 + 3 values remain after step (4). Similarly, if
µ happens to be infeasible, at most n − 
n/2 + 2 values remain after step (5). Altogether, at most

(n + 4)/2 values survive a single iteration.
For n  6, it is 
(n + 4)/2 < n, and at least one element is discarded from P . Thus, Algorithm 1
terminates. Each iteration of the loop takes linear time: step (2) using the algorithm of Blum et al. [5],
and step (3) using Lemma 3. Hence, the runtime T (n) can be bounded by T (n) cn+T (
(n + 4)/2) <
2cn + 5c
log2 n + d , for some positive constants c, d ∈R. 
3. Planar rectilinear 3-centers
This section explains how the ideas and concepts presented in the previous section can be applied to
solve the two-dimensional rectilinear 3-center problem. Let P be a set of n points in the plane. Recall
that the goal is to cover P by the union of three congruent closed axis-parallel squares of minimal size.
Instead of two extreme points as in the one-dimensional case, there is now a collection of (up to) four
extreme points that define the axis-parallel bounding box B(P) = [xl, xr ] × [yb, yt ] of P . Denote by
w(P) := min{xr −xl, yt −yb} the length of the smallest side of B(P). A first goal is to solve the decision
problem for a specific radius , using a procedure similar to the one described in Lemma 3.
Proposition 8. We can assume 2 < w(P).
Proof. If 2w(P), we are back to the one-dimensional problem from Section 2. 
Denote by s0(), s1() and s2() the three squares of an optimal 3-covering for P with radius . The
following statements are two-dimensional versions of Proposition 1 and 2.
Proposition 9 [30]. We can assume si() ⊆ B(P) for all i ∈ {0,1,2}.
Proof. If, for example, s0() is not contained in B(P), it can be continuously translated towards B(P)
in x-direction, until the point where it is contained in B(P). (Recall that 2 < w(P) according to Propo-
sition 8.) Denote the translated square by s0′(). Since there is no point from P outside B(P), it is
P ∩ s0() ⊆ P ∩ s0′(). That is, the covering (s0′(), s1(), s2()) is at least as good as the original
covering (s0(), s1(), s2()). A similar translation in y-direction yields the claimed result. 
Proposition 10 [30]. We can assume that one of the squares s0(), s1(), or s2() is placed at a corner
of B(P). That is, one of the corners of that square is also a corner of B(P).
Proof. Each of the four line segments bounding B(P) contains at least one point from P . Together with
Proposition 9 this means that each of these segments is touched by at least one of the covering squares.
There are four segments, but only three covering squares. Thus, one covering square must touch two
sides of B(P). Since 2 < w(P), no covering square can touch two opposite sides of B(P). 
From now on it is assumed that s0() is placed at the top-left corner Ctl of B(P). To really compute
an optimal 3-covering for P , the other three symmetric cases, where s () is placed at one of the other0
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Fig. 3. Two possible placements for s1() and s2(). (a) Type 1. (b) Type 2.
corners, have to be investigated as well. The best covering found in any of these four subcases is the
overall optimal covering.
Proposition 11 [30]. Assume there is an optimal 3-covering with radius  for P where the square s0()
is placed at the top-left corner Ctl of B(P). Then there exists an optimal 3-covering for P that is of one
of the following two types.
(1) Either s1() touches the bottom side and s2() touches the right side of B(P) (Fig. 3(a)),
(2) or s2() is placed at the bottom-right corner Cbr of B(P) (Fig. 3(b)).
Proof. Since 2 < w(P), a bottommost point pb and a rightmost point pr of P are not in s0(). Let
U := P \ s0() denote the set of points not covered by s0(). Assume w(U) 2, that is, for example
the x-dimension of B(U) does not exceed 2. Then both s1() and s2() can be placed such that they
touch the right side of B(P). Moreover, the bottommost of the two squares, say s1(), has to cover pb,
and thus, touches the bottom side of B(P) as well. Overall this yields a configuration of type 2.
On the other hand, if w(U) > 2, none of s1() and s2() can intersect two opposite sides of B(U).
B(U) has are four extreme sides, and each side has to be touched by at least one covering square. Since
there are only two covering squares, they must be placed at two opposite corners of B(U). If they are
placed at the top-left and at the bottom-right corner of B(U), the configuration is again of type 2. Other-
wise, it is a type 1 configuration. 
Proposition 12. The two types of optimal coverings mentioned in Proposition 11 can be computed in
linear time for any given radius , 0  < 12w(P).
Proof. Denote by U := P \ s0() the set of points not covered by s0(). Compute B(U) = [x, xr ] ×
[yb, yt ] in linear time. Let x := min{x, xr − 2} and y := max{yt , yb + 2}. The position of s0() is
determined by  alone. The proof of Proposition 11 shows that there are essentially two possible place-
ments for the squares s1() and s2(). For a type 1 configuration, it is s1() = [x, x + 2]× [yb, yb + 2]
and s2() = [xr − 2,xr]× [y − 2,y]. For a type 2 configuration, it is s1() = [x, x + 2]× [y − 2,y]
and s () = [x − 2,x ] × [y , y + 2]. 2 r r b b
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ical placements for the given radius . They depend on  only and on which corner of B(P) the square
s0() is placed at.
Lemma 13. The rectilinear 3-center decision problem for a set P ⊂R2 of n points can be solved inO(n)
time for any given radius , 0  < 12w(P).
Proof. For each of the four possible choices to place s0(), compute the corresponding canonical place-
ments for . According to Proposition 12 this can be done in linear time. Checking whether one of these
placements is a covering for P can again be done in linear time. If no covering is among them, radius 
is infeasible according to Propositions 10 and 11. 
3.1. Type two coverings
The next step is to look at the corresponding optimization problem of finding the optimal radius 3(P).
It turns out that the set of type 2 configurations is handled easily. Its structure is very similar to the
one-dimensional problem, since the position of two squares, s0 and s2, is independent from the current
test-radius .
Lemma 14. An optimal rectilinear 3-covering of type 2 (cf. Proposition 11 and Fig. 3(b)) can be com-
puted in linear time.
Proof. For two points p,q ∈ R2 with Cartesian coordinates p = (px,py) and q = (qx, qy) define
the rectilinear distance d∞(p, q) := max{|px − qx |, |py − qy |}. For a point p ∈ R2, let γ (p) :=
min{d∞(p,Ctl), d∞(p,Cbr)}. Using this definition of γ , apply Algorithm 1 and the machinery from
Section 2. The only difference is that whenever we had to deal with two extreme values in the one-
dimensional problem, we have to take into account four extreme values now (maximum and minimum in
both x- and y-direction). For example, the adaptation of Proposition 5 reads: . . . all but four points from
Γ () can be discarded. Repeat the argument for the other three possible placements of s0(). 
3.2. Type one coverings
Within this section, the focus is put on the first type of coverings from Proposition 11 as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The terms used, like e.g. feasibility, have to be interpreted as with respect to this particular type
of coverings. The situation is slightly more complicated compared to type 2 coverings, since only the
position of one square, s0, is independent from the current test-radius .
The idea is to perform again a (sort of) binary search on the set C := { 12d∞(p,Ctl) | p ∈P} of candidate
radii. Consider the canonical placement of type 1 for some test-radius . Denote by Ri() := si() \
(s(i+1) mod 3() ∪ s(i+2) mod 3()), for i ∈ {0,1,2}, the planar region covered by si() but not by any of
the other two covering squares. Let F() := s1() ∩ s2() (see Fig. 4). The points from P in F() are
called free, while the points in P ∩ Ri are said to be restricted to si(). In order to achieve a linear time
algorithm, a constant fraction of the input points should be discarded after each step of the binary search.
The two propositions below are the two-dimensional counterparts of Proposition 4 and 5 from Section 2.
Proposition 15. If  is infeasible, all free points and all but two points from P ∩ s () can be discarded.0
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Proof. Since  is infeasible, the binary search will test radii greater than  only from now on. For σ > ,
it is s0(σ ) ⊇ s0() and F(σ) ⊇ F(). Only a topmost and a leftmost point from P in s0() have to be
kept, since they define B(P) and thus the placement of s0. 
Proposition 16. If  is feasible, all but eight points from R1() ∪ R2() can be discarded.
Proof. Since  is feasible, the binary search will not test radii greater than  from now on. For any
feasible radius σ  , it is P ∩ R1(σ ) ⊇ P ∩ R1() and P ∩ R2(σ ) ⊇ P ∩ R2(). Since a point set P
is covered by a square s if and only if B(P ) ⊆ s, it is sufficient to keep the four extreme points each of
R1() and R2(). 
As shown in Proposition 6 for the one-dimensional case, it is indeed sufficient to compute the optimal
radius from the candidate set C = { 12d∞(p,Ctl) | p ∈ P}.
Proposition 17. Knowing the smallest feasible radius from C, the optimal (type 1) radius can be computed
in linear time.
Proof. Let σ be the smallest feasible radius from C and let τ be the predecessor of σ in C. Obviously, τ
can be computed in linear time. Denote by U := P \ s0(τ ) the set of points not covered by s0(τ ). Since
τ is infeasible, U cannot be covered by two squares of radius τ . Let Cbl denote the bottom-left corner of
B(U), and let Ctr denote the top-right corner of B(U). In a type 1 covering, s1 has to cover Cbl, and s2
has to cover Ctr. For a point p ∈ U define δ(p) := min{d∞(p,Cbl), d∞(p,Ctr)}. The minimal radius ϕ
for which s1(ϕ) and s2(ϕ) together cover U , is then determined by 2ϕ = maxp∈U δ(p). If B(U) is known,
δ(p) can be computed in constant time for any p ∈ U . Thus, ϕ can be computed in linear time. The set
of points from P covered by s0() is identical for all radii in the open interval (τ, σ ). Hence, radius ϕ is
the only other radius that has to be taken into account, and it is optimal, if and only if ϕ  σ . 
Below follows the description of the algorithm to compute an optimal type 1 covering. It has a pa-
rameter k, that encodes which element of the candidate set is chosen as test-radius to guide the search
process. The choice of k is discussed below.
Algorithm 2.
Input: A set P ⊂R2 of n points, a number k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Output: A rectilinear 3-covering for P .
(1) While |P| > 27, do
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(4) If (s0(µ), s1(µ), s2(µ)) do not cover P , then
(5) discard all points in s0(µ) ∪ F(µ) from P ,
(6) but keep a topmost point and a leftmost point from P ∩ s0(µ).
(7) Else if |R1(µ) ∪ R2(µ)| k + 6,
(8) discard all points in R1(µ) ∪ R2(µ) from P ,
(9) but keep at most four extreme points each of R1(µ) and R2(µ).
(10) Else repeat steps (3)–(9) where µ is replaced by some magic radius µ′.
(11) Compute the optimal covering for P brute-force.
Proposition 18. One iteration of Algorithm 2 (steps (2)–(9)) can be handled in O(|P|) time.
Proof. Every single step can be handled in linear time: step (2) using the algorithm of Blum et al. [5]
and step (3) as described in Proposition 12. As soon as the canonical placement is known, it takes one
iteration over P to compute the intersection of P with each of the sets R1(µ), R2(µ), s0(µ) and F(µ),
along with the extreme points of these sets. 
So how should the parameter k be chosen? Ideally, the number of points from P in s0(µ) ∪ F(µ) and
R1(µ)∪R2(µ) are about the same. Then roughly k points can be discarded, regardless of whether or not
the canonical placement for µ turns out to be a covering. However, there is no easy way to tell in advance
how many points from P end up in R1(µ), R2(µ), or F(µ) for a specific value of k: these numbers can
range anywhere between zero and n − k. If radius µ is infeasible, at least k − 2 points from s0(µ) can
be discarded. But if µ is feasible, something has to be done in case there are too few points from P in
R1(µ) ∪ R2(µ). This is where the magic value mentioned in step (10) comes into play.
Lemma 19. There is a set C ⊂ C of four radii, such that after testing these radii for feasibility
• either the optimal (type 1) solution can be computed directly in O(|P|) time,
• or at least  16(|P| − 22) points from P can be discarded in step (5) or step (8) of Algorithm 2.
Moreover, such a set C can be computed in O(|P|) time.
Proof. Let n := |P|. For some radius  ∈ R, let f () := |P ∩ (F () \ s0())| be the number of free
points not covered by s0(). Similarly denote by r() := |P ∩ (R1() ∪ R2())| the number of points
restricted to one of s1() or s2(). Assume Algorithm 2 is run with some parameter k. If the canonical
placement with respect to µ does not provide a covering for P , there are at least k − 2 points discarded
in step (5). If µ is feasible and r(µ) k + 6, at least k − 2 points are discarded in step (8). It remains to
consider the case that the test-radius µ is feasible and r(µ) < k + 6.
For degenerate point sets it can happen that many points from P lie on the boundary of s0(µ), that is
there can be many points in P for which γ (·) = 2µ. As a consequence, it may occur that r(µ)+ f (µ) <
n − k. If this is the case, the iteration is repeated with the predecessor µ˜ of µ in C. If µ˜ does not exist
or happens to be infeasible, the optimal solution can be computed as in Proposition 17 and the algorithm
terminates. Otherwise, µ˜ is feasible and r(µ˜) + f (µ˜) n − k. If r(µ˜) k + 6, at least k − 2 points are
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Fig. 5. Computing the magic radius µ′.
discarded in step (8). Thus, assume that r(µ˜) < k+6. In this degenerate case where r(µ)+f (µ) < n−k,
replace µ by µ˜ for the remainder of the proof.
Consider the planar region F ◦ := F(µ)\s0(µ), and recall that |P∩F ◦| = f (µ). Let lr be the rightmost
vertical line such that there are at least αf (µ) points in the closed halfplane to the right of lr , for some
parameter α ∈ (0,1). Note that this also implies that there are at least (1 − α)f (µ) points in the closed
halfplane to the left of lr . Computing lr is once again an instance of the standard selection problem and
can thus be done in linear time. Define similar lines for the other three axis-directions, and denote with B
the (possibly degenerate) rectangle described by these four lines (Fig. 5(a)). Obviously, it is B ⊆ F(µ).
(But not necessarily B ⊆ F ◦.)
Let µ′′ be the smallest radius from C such that F(µ′′) contains B , and let µ′ be its predecessor in
C (Fig. 5(b)). Recall that B depends on the original test-radius µ only. For the purpose of finding µ′′,
rectangle B is a constant object. That is, it can be tested in constant time whether or not a square of some
canonical placement contains B . Computing µ′′ (and µ′) is thus once again an instance of the standard
selection problem and can be done in linear time. Re-iterate Algorithm 2 first with µ′′ and then (possibly)
with µ′.
Observe that f (µ′′) f (µ)− 4αf (µ) = (1 − 4α)f (µ), since B ⊆ F(µ′′). That is, if µ′′ is infeasible,
there are at least (1 − 4α)f (µ) points discarded in step (5). On the other hand, if µ′′ is feasible and µ′ is
infeasible or does not exist, one can directly compute the optimal solution as in Proposition 17. Finally,
consider the case that µ′ is feasible. Since there is at least one side of B that is not contained in F(µ′),
say the right side, all points from P ∩F(µ) to the right of (or on) this side are contained in exactly one of
R1(µ
′) or R2(µ′), say R2(µ′). By definition of B , the number of such points is at least αf (µ). Moreover,
except for at most four more extreme points of R1(µ′), also the r(µ) points from P in R1(µ) ∪ R2(µ)
can be discarded. Thus, at least r(µ′) − 4 αf (µ) − 4 + max{0, r(µ) − 4} points from P are discarded
in step (8).
The optimal choices for the two parameters k and α can be determined by looking at the number of
points discarded in each of the different subcases above. For α, one has to maximize min{αf (µ) − 4 +
max{0, r(µ) − 4}, (1 − 4α)f (µ)} which yields
α = 4 + f (µ) − max{0, r(µ) − 4} .
5f (µ)
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max min
{
k − 2, 1
5
(
f (µ) − 16 + 4 max{0, r(µ) − 4})
}
.
Recall that r(µ)+ f (µ) n− k. Since there is no non-trivial lower bound for r(µ), solving for k yields
k = (n − 10)/6. The set C := {µ, µ˜,µ′,µ′′} has the claimed properties. 
Lemma 20. An optimal rectilinear 3-covering of type 1 (cf. Proposition 11 and Fig. 3(a)) can be com-
puted in linear time.
Proof. Let n := |P|. Run Algorithm 2 where at each iteration the four radii from Lemma 19 are tested.
Due to Proposition 18, each iteration takes O(n) time. At the end of any iteration, either the optimal
solution can be computed in linear time, or at least (n − 22)/6 points are discarded from P . Hence, for
n > 27 at least one point is discarded and the algorithm terminates. The runtime T (n) can be bounded by
T (n) cn + T (
(5n + 22)/6) < 6cn + 21c
log2 n + d , for some positive constants c, d ∈R. 
Theorem 21. The rectilinear 3-center problem for a set P ⊂R2 of n points can be solved in O(n) time.
Proof. For each of the four possible placements for s0(), compute the optimal type 1 covering according
to Lemma 20 and the optimal type 2 covering as described in Lemma 14. Due to Proposition 11, the best
solution found in any of these subcases is the overall optimal solution. 
Remark 22. Observe that there is a slight overlap in the different subcases mentioned in the proof of
Theorem 21. The optimal type 2 coverings are the same, if s0() is placed at opposite corners of B(P).
Hence, there are six subcases only instead of eight.
4. Experimental results
There are a few things to note regarding the algorithm’s implementation. First, there is the algorithm
for linear selection. Although this can be done in deterministic linear time as noted, the constants in this
linear term are rather large. From a practical point of view the standard randomized selection algorithm
that needs expected linear time seems preferable. Hence, this is what has been used here.
4.1. Test data
In order to test the performance of an algorithm, one needs to have a set of test data. An important
question in this context is, for what kind of input data one wants to evaluate the algorithm and sometimes
also how to generate this data efficiently.
In this case the input consists of a set of points. So one of the most simple test data conceivable is a
set of points drawn uniformly at random from the unit square. But as the number of points increases, the
3-coverings of these random point sets tend to consist of three almost coinciding squares with side length
close to one. So in some sense these are very special input sets where one cannot expect to find a “nice”
way to divide the points into three clusters.
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drawn uniformly from three congruent squares of some fixed side length. The squares in turn are placed
uniformly at random inside the unit square. These sets are also particularly useful to verify the correctness
of the algorithm and its implementation, since with high probability the optimal solution is known in
advance.
4.2. Heuristics
Additionally, two simple heuristics have been added to speed up the algorithm in many cases. In
step (2) of Algorithm 2, the size of s0 is adjusted such that it contains about 16 of the points. This leads to
a rather slow convergence if the square contains many points in the optimal covering.
Heuristic 1 (Prefilter). First try to cover half of the points with s0, that is set k := n/2. If the corre-
sponding radius µ is infeasible, continue with cutoff k = n/2. But as soon as µ is feasible for the first
time, switch to k = (n − 10)/6 for the remainder of the algorithm.
A single run of Algorithm 2 just gives the optimal type 1 covering for one out of four possible place-
ments of s0. Additionally, there are two different optimal type 2 coverings that have to be computed. As
soon as the first of these partial solutions has been obtained, the resulting radius provides an upper bound
for the overall optimum. Obviously, it does not make sense to compute coverings with a radius exceeding
that bound.
Heuristic 2 (Check). Check at the start of each run whether one can beat the current bound in the actual
setting. Proceed only if this is possible.
Note that the test mentioned in Heuristic 2 is simply an instance of the corresponding decision prob-
lem. Obviously, neither of these heuristics changes the algorithm’s asymptotic behavior. While in some
cases either one of them might result in a loss of performance, this slowdown is expected to be small
compared to the overall runtime. Regarding the test data as described in the previous section, one ex-
pects
• prefiltering to improve the performance significantly for point sets drawn uniformly from the unit
square,
• prefiltering to have less positive influence for point sets drawn uniformly from three clusters as the
side length of the cluster squares decreases and
• checking to improve the performance in most cases independently from the input data.
For Heuristic 2 note that there is a gain whenever good solutions are found first. Hence, the worst
case complexity can be improved by randomizing the order in which the different cases are handled.
A significant loss should only occur in the rare case that the solutions are encountered in worst-to-best
order.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the heuristics for different randomly generated input sets. (a) Points from the unit square. (b) Points from
three clusters.
Indeed, these expectations can be confirmed by looking at the experimental results depicted in Fig. 6.
The x-axis describes the input size in units of 1000 points. The y-axis gives the corresponding runtime
in microseconds per point2 for the algorithm with and without using each of the two heuristics.
It turns out that for the clustered input data the effect of prefiltering is positive in only about half of the
examples, while for the other half there is an increase in runtime. But even for very small cluster sizes
(results not shown here) the slowdown is small compared to the overall runtime, such that the general use
of both heuristics is justified.
4.3. Comparison to matrix-search based algorithms
The CGAL [6] library contains an O(n logn) implementation for computing rectilinear 2-, 3- and 4-
centers based on searching in sorted matrices [12,13]. We have compared the performance of the new
3-center algorithm to the 3-center algorithm currently in CGAL, expecting to beat it at least for sufficiently
large point sets.
The results of these test runs are shown in Fig. 7. Again the x-axis describes the input size in units
of 1000 points and the y-axis gives the corresponding runtime in microseconds per point. The runtime
is shown for three different algorithms: the matrix search algorithm, the new 3-center algorithm, and the
new 3-center algorithm with both heuristics applied.
It turns out that the linear algorithm outperforms the matrix-search even for small point sets from
the test data, at least as soon as both heuristics described in the previous section are applied. Without
prefiltering, the matrix-search is faster on point sets drawn uniformly from the unit square. But as already
noted above, these point sets are somewhat special in the sense that their 3-radius is close to the maximum
possible value, half the width of their bounding box.
2 On an SGI Indigo2 with 175MHz MIPS R10000(IP28) processor.
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Fig. 7. Comparison to a matrix-search based algorithm for different randomly generated input sets. (a) Points from the unit
square. (b) Points from three clusters.
5. Conclusions
We have described and implemented a new linear time algorithm for the rectilinear 3-center problem
and two heuristics to improve its performance in practice. A number of tests on certain randomly gen-
erated test sets have been made to compare the new algorithm to an existing O(n logn) implementation
based on searching sorted matrices. In all tests the linear algorithm outperformed the O(n logn) algo-
rithm with factors ranging from three to eight. The implementation appeared as part of the Computational
Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) since Release 2.1 (January 2000).
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